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Abstract

This paper deals with a speech synthesis. Speech synthesis
is an artificial production of speech by a computer. Speech
synthesis from a text is called Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthe-
sis. The main goal of this paper is to propose and implement
a TTS system based on the MBROLA (Multiband Resynthe-
sis Overlap-Add) project. We implement jSynt tool, a TTS
system written in java. The first version includes two main
languages, Czech and English. However the design of the
system is general enough to fit other languages. The re-
sulting synthesized speech is understandable, but not very
natural.

1. Introduction

Human speech is the most natural form of communication
between people. Therefore, it would be very beneficial us-
ing natural speech for the interaction between human and
computer. An artificial production of speech by a computer
is called speech synthesis, speech synthesis from a text is
called Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis.

Many applications of speech synthesis exist, we only
mention some examples: In telecommunications services,
speech synthesis can replace the operator’s voice, short
messages can be simply pronounced by the synthesis.
In public transport, synthesized speech is used instead
human speech to inform the passengers about the ar-
rivals/departures or to provide other important information.
Speech synthesis could be also used for language education,
but to our best knowledge, this is not done yet, due to the
low quality of existing systems.

The main goal of this paper is to propose and imple-
ment a TTS system based on the MBROLA [1] (Multiband
Resynthesis Overlap-Add) project.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a short overview of speech synthesis. Section 3 describes
briefly the MBROLA system that is used in our work. Next
section deals with the design and implementation of the
jSynt TTS system. In the last section, we discuss the re-
sults and we propose some future research directions.

2. Short Review on the Speech Synthe-
sis

We can divide methods of speech synthesis into three fol-
lowing categories:

1. Articulatory synthesis: direct modeling of the human
speech production system;

2. Formant synthesis: modeling the pole frequencies of
speech signal or transfer function of vocal tract based
on source-filter-model;

3. Concatenative synthesis: use of the prerecorded sam-
ples derived from natural speech.

Articulatory synthesis [2] is usually not used in current
synthesizers, because it is too complicated for high quality
implementations. However, it may be a favorable method in
the future.

In current systems, formant and concatenative methods
are mostly used. The formant approach [3] has been domi-
nant for long time, but today the concatenative method [4, 5]
is becoming more and more popular. Therefore, we present
the details of these methods.

The main issue of the concatenative synthesis is to find
correct length of the speech units that will be concatenated.
Word units are practical when they are pronounced in isola-
tion. However, the sound of the continuous sentence is not
natural. The current synthesizers are thus mostly based on
shorter units such as phonemes, diphones, demisyllables or
on combinations of these.

Several methods of concatenative synthesis exist, we
mention here the interesting ones only:

• Microphonemic method: units of variable length de-
rived from natural speech are used [6];

• Linear Prediction (LP) based methods: based on the
source-filter-model [7], filter coefficients estimated au-
tomatically from the speech;

• Sinusoidal models: assumption that the speech signal
can be represented as a sum of sine waves with time-
varying amplitudes and frequencies [8, 9];
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• PSOLA methods [10]: very popular method, allows
prerecorded speech samples smoothly concatenated
and provides good controlling for pitch and duration,
used in some synthesis systems as for example in
ProVerbe, HADIFIX, MBROLA (system that is used
in this work), etc.

3. MBROLA

MBROLA represents a speech synthesizer based on con-
catenative synthesis of diphones. Therefore, a database of
diphones adapted to the MBROLA format is needed to run
the synthesizer. This database has been created for about
twenty languages for example for English, Czech, French,
etc.

Input of the system is a list of phonemes with prosodic
information such as duration of phonemes and a linear de-
scription of pitch. It is thus not a Text-To-Speech (TTS)
synthesizer, because it does not accept raw text as an input.
Output of MBROLA are speech samples on 16 bits, at the
sampling frequency of the diphone database.

MBROLA is distributed for non-commercial applica-
tions for free and uses the TD-PSOLA algorithm [11] for
speech synthesis.

4 jSynt TTS system

In this section, we describe design and implementation of
the jSynt system. We require that jSynt could synthesize
several languages (language independent) and synthesized
speech would be comprehensible.

4.1 Design

jSynt TTS system operates as follows: the input text (a text
file or a user keyboard input) is firstly phonetized by phone-
tizer module into phone sequence. The second step consists
in including the relative phone duration and pitch informa-
tion in the synthesized word into the phone code (using the
prosodic module). Finally, the MBROLA system is called
with these parameters in order to synthesize the speech.

The main part of the system is the phonetizer that en-
codes phones using the SAMPA alphabet [12]. Two options
of phonetization are proposed:

• from a phonetic dictionary (when the word to phone-
tize is known);

• from phonetic rules of the target language.

The principle of the system is schematized in Figure 1.

phonetizer pros. module MBROLA

phon. dictionary

phonetic rules

text speech

jSynt

phones with duration andf0

phones

Figure 1: Principle of the jSynt TTS system:phonetizer:
transformation of the text into the phone sequence using the
phonetic dictionary and phonetic rules;prosodic module:
including of some prosodic information (phone duration
and fundamental frequency) into the each phone;MBROLA:
speech synthesis from the prepared parameters.

4.2 Implementation

The jSynt system is implemented in Java programming lan-
guage mainly due to its platform independence and its ob-
ject orientation. We chose the three-layer architecture to
isolate the Graphics User Interface (GUI), application and
the data. This design is used,because it is simple to replace
the individual components when necessary. The GUI is cre-
ated by javax.swing package.

The main screen of the jSynt system is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

Figure 2: Main screen of the jSynt TTS system

The main configuration of the system (actual and even-
tual languages to synthesize) and lists of phonetic rules are
stored in the XML format. Phonetic vocabularies are rep-
resented by the text file in the cp1250 charset. The first
version of the system includes two main languages: Czech
and English.
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4.2.1 Phonetizer

As mentioned previously, this module is responsible for en-
coding the input text into the phone sequence. If the word is
found in the vocabulary, then its phonetic representation is
used, otherwise the phonetic rules are used. These rules are
relatively simple for Czech language, but much more com-
plicated for English. Therefore, in the first version of our
system, only Czech rules were created. Quality of Czech
synthesized speech is superior to English, because the out-
vocabulary English words are phonetized wrongly.

4.2.2 Prosodic Module

The input of this module is the phone sequence in the
SAMPA alphabet. Each phonemeph is completed by its
duration inms (mandatory), and by a series (optional) of
pitch targets composed of two float numbers each: the posi-
tion of the pitch target within the phoneme (in % of its total
duration), and the pitch value at this position in Hz.

The phoneme durations are described by them andv val-
ues (mean and variance of the duration in the chosen lan-
guage). Our duration value is computed as:m ± vr; vr

value is chosen randomly from the interval]0.0; v].
Our positionp and the fundamental frequency (f0) val-

ues are computed by the analogical way as the phone dura-
tion: x + δ. wherex value represents average values of the
position or of the pitch,δ represents the relative difference
of the average values and is chosen randomly from interval
±0.1 × x. x values are in the first version of the system
constant and have been found experimentally.

The output line has thus the format:ph d p f0.

4.2.3 MBROLA

Hereafter, MBROLA system is called with the previously
created parameters and with the location of the diphone
database. Diphone databases are available at the MBROLA
project web pages1 for several languages. The output of the
system is the synthesized speech.

5. Conclusions & Perspectives
In this work, we propose and implement jSynt system,
a TTS synthesizer that uses MBROLA for speech synthe-
sis. The main requirements are the language independence
and understandability of the pronounced speech.

The first version of our system includes two main lan-
guages, Czech and English. However the design of the sys-
tem is general enough to fit other languages. The resulting
synthesized speech is understandable, but not very natural.

Our first perspective is thus to include more complex
prosodic model in order to make synthesized speech more

1http://tcts.fpms.ac.be/synthesis/

natural. In the current implementation of the system, En-
glish phonetic rules are not available. Therefore, next per-
spective is to include these rules. Our actual system oper-
ates with two languages only. Therefore, our last perspec-
tive is including another languages (French, German, etc.)
into our system and evaluation of the resulting synthesized
speech.
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